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Prions are self-propagating protein aggregates formed by specific
proteins that can adopt alternative folds. Prions were discovered as
the cause of the fatal transmissible spongiform encephalopathies in
mammals, but prions can also constitute non-toxic protein-based el-
ements of inheritance in fungi and other species. Prion propagation
has recently been shown to occur in bacteria for more than a hun-
dred cell divisions, yet a fraction of cells in these lineages lost the
prion through an unknown mechanism. Here, we investigate prion
propagation in single bacterial cells as they divide using microflu-
idics and fluorescence microscopy. We show that the propagation
occurs in two distinct modes with distinct stability and inheritance
characteristics. We find that the prion is lost through random par-
titioning of aggregates to one of the two daughter cells at division.
Extending our findings to prion domains from two orthologous pro-
teins, we observe similar propagation and loss properties. Our find-
ings also provide support for the suggestion that bacterial prions can
form more than one self-propagating state. We implement a stochas-
tic version of the molecular model of prion propagation from yeast
and mammals that recapitulates all the observed single-cell proper-
ties. This model highlights challenges for prion propagation that are
unique to prokaryotes and illustrates the conservation of fundamen-
tal characteristics of prion propagation across domains of life.
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Prion-forming proteins (hereafter prion proteins) are pro-1

teins that can adopt multiple conformations, of which at2

least one is self-propagating. Prions were originally discovered3

as the cause of devastating neurodegenerative diseases, such4

as Creutzfeldt-Jakob’s disease (CJD), in mammals (1). Sub-5

sequently, non-pathogenic prions were found across diverse6

species – such as budding yeast (2–6), Drosophila (7), Ara-7

bidopsis (8), and mammals (9–11) – where they are thought8

to function as protein-based carriers of epigenetic information.9

In many cases, the prion capability is conferred on the protein10

by a modular prion domain (PrD), necessary and sufficient for11

formation of the prion. Conversion from the soluble form to12

the prion form (a highly structured aggregated form in many13

well-studied cases) bestows a loss-of-function (12) or gain-of-14

function (10, 13, 14) to the attached protein, which can result15

in a fitness advantage under certain environmental conditions16

(4–6, 15, 16). A particular property of prions is that they can17

sometimes form multiple structures, called strains, each of18

which propagates itself with different properties. In mammals,19

different strains of the prion protein (PrP) are the cause of20

different diseases (17, 18), while in yeast different strains of21

the intensively studied prion [PSI +] (formed by the essential22

translation release factor Sup35) differ in their stabilities and 23

aggregate size distributions (19–21). 24

While the detailed molecular mechanisms of prion propa- 25

gation are under investigation (22, 23), studies in yeast and 26

mammals appear to be consistent with the nucleated polymer- 27

ization model (24–26). In this model, proteins are converted 28

from the soluble form to the prion form by elongation of ex- 29

isting oligomeric prion aggregates, while aggregates can be 30

fragmented into smaller oligomers (presumably by chaperones 31

like Hsp104, an ATP-dependent disaggregase that is required 32

for prion propagation in yeast (27)). Initial conversion to the 33

prion form is suggested to happen by the rare spontaneous 34

oligomerization to a critical size n, below which oligomers 35

would revert to the soluble form. 36

Recently, thousands of candidate prion domains (cPrDs) 37

have been identified in bacteria using bioinformatic analyses 38

(28). So far, two of these domains were found to form self- 39

propagating prion aggregates in Escherichia coli: the PrDs 40

from the Rho termination factor of Clostridium botulinum (Cb 41

Rho, (28)) and from the single-stranded DNA binding protein 42

of Campylobacter hominis (Ch SSB, (29)). Of note, many 43

orthologs of these proteins also have predicted cPrDs (28). 44

Although individual lineages could propagate the prions for 45

more than a hundred generations, a fraction of the cells in each 46

lineage was seen to have lost the prion at each replating round 47

(28, 29). The mechanisms by which the prion is lost, and how 48

long individual cells propagate the prion, are unknown. In 49

the previous study of the Ch SSB PrD, two types of lineages 50

were observed, one exhibiting a high-stability phenotype and 51

one exhibiting a lower-stability phenotype, suggesting that 52

prion strains could also exist in bacteria (29). In addition, al- 53

though the molecular mechanisms of prion propagation appear 54

conserved across mammals and yeast, it is unknown if this 55

apparent conservation of mechanism also extends to bacteria. 56

In this study, we sought to address these questions by mea- 57

suring prion propagation in single bacteria. Using microfluidics, 58

single-cell time-lapse microscopy, and mathematical modeling, 59

we uncover how the Ch SSB PrD prion (hereafter the Ch 60

SSB prion) is propagated and lost. We find that the prion is 61
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propagated in two distinct modes with aggregates of different62

size and stability. We discover that the loss of the prion was63

caused mainly by stochastic inheritance of the aggregates to64

only one of the two daughter cells at division (i.e. “partition-65

ing errors”). We show that two orthologous SSB cPrDs also66

form self-propagating prion aggregates, and that the modes of67

propagation and loss are conserved in these domains. In addi-68

tion, we describe lineage-specific differences in the stabilities69

of prion propagation, thus providing additional support for70

the previous suggestion that bacterial prions, like yeast prions,71

can exist as phenotypically distinct strains. We also describe72

a Ch SSB PrD mutant that undergoes conversion to the prion73

form more readily than the wild-type domain. We implement74

a stochastic version of the nucleated polymerization model,75

which strikingly recapitulates all the observed single-cell prop-76

erties. We use this model to further corroborate our finding77

that prion loss is caused by partitioning errors by making a78

prediction, which we then validate experimentally. The model79

also allows us to estimate the prion replication rate, which is80

found to be similar to that of mammalian prions. This work81

provides a new assay for studying prion propagation in indi-82

vidual cells, provides insights on prion propagation and loss,83

and further establishes the conservation of prion propagation84

mechanisms across domains of life.85

Results86

Experimental system to track prion propagation and loss in87

single cells. To investigate how long individual cells propagate88

a prion and the mechanisms of prion loss, we developed an ex-89

perimental system that enables us to track prion propagation in90

thousands of individual cells for many cell divisions (Fig. 1a-d).91

For this, we used the previously constructed His6-mEYFP-Ch92

SSB-PrD (hereafter Ch SSB PrD) fusion protein (29) to visual-93

ize prion propagation using fluorescence microscopy. Like the94

Sup35 prion protein in yeast (30–32), Ch SSB PrD requires the95

presence of a pre-existing prion known as [PIN +] (for [PSI +]96

inducibility) to access the prion conformation, but not for its97

maintenance (i.e. the propagation phase) (29). Several prion98

proteins can serve as [PIN +], including the Saccharomyces99

cerevisiae New1 protein (29, 30, 32, 33). Therefore, to study100

prion propagation, we transiently expressed a New1-mScarlet-101

I fusion on a temperature-sensitive plasmid. After inducing102

synthesis of the New1 fusion protein and subsequently curing103

the cells of the New1-encoding plasmid (verified by antibi-104

otic sensitivity and absence of mScarlet-I signal, Fig. S1a-c),105

colonies containing prion-propagating cells were identified us-106

ing a previously developed reporter system (29). Specifically,107

cells containing prion aggregates were previously shown to108

have elevated levels of the chaperone ClpB, such that colonies109

containing such cells can be distinguished on X-gal-containing110

plates using a PclpB-lacZ reporter (29). As expected, dark111

blue colonies displayed visible protein aggregation of the Ch112

SSB PrD (as observed by fluorescence microscopy) in a frac-113

tion of the cells, and cell extracts prepared from blue colony114

cultures contained characteristic SDS-stable aggregates (as ob-115

served by semi-denaturing detergent agarose gel electrophore-116

sis; SDD-AGE) (Fig. 1b-c). In contrast, the cells in pale blue117

colonies showed diffuse fluorescence and contained no SDS-118

stable protein aggregates (Fig. 1b-c). As previously observed119

(29), replating dark blue colonies gave both dark and pale120

colonies, while replating pale colonies resulted in only pale121

colonies. We thus concluded that dark blue colonies contain 122

a mixture of cells with self-propagating prion aggregates dis- 123

playing aggregated fluorescence and cells with the protein in 124

the soluble form exhibiting diffuse fluorescence. 125

For time-lapse microscopy, cells from a single colony con- 126

taining prion-propagating cells were loaded into a microfluidic 127

device (34) where cells are trapped in short trenches and the 128

newborn cells are washed away by the constant flow of growth 129

media (Fig. 1d). Automated time-lapse microscopy and anal- 130

ysis enables us to track individual lineages for more than 131

two dozen cell divisions while precisely measuring cell fluores- 132

cence, growth rate, size, and other characteristics. Using this 133

approach, we observed that cells propagated the prion (aggre- 134

gated fluorescence, Fig. 1d) over multiple cell divisions before 135

irreversibly losing the prion (diffuse fluorescence, Fig. 1d). 136

Even though the protein concentration was constant through- 137

out the experiment (after reaching equilibrium of growth condi- 138

tions, SI Materials and Methods 2.5.3.2, Fig. S2a-c), individual 139

lineages displayed remarkable variation in the duration of prion 140

propagation; some cells lost the prion after a few divisions 141

while others kept it for the whole duration of the experiment 142

(∼30 divisions). 143

Prion propagation occurs through two distinct modes. We 144

next sought to quantify how long individual cells could main- 145

tain the prion. For the analyses, we define the time of prion loss 146

as the last time aggregates were detected using a spot-finding 147

algorithm (SI Materials and Methods 2.5.3.3.1, Fig. S3a-c). 148

Counting the detectable aggregates showed that aggregates 149

were both lost and generated until the irreversible loss event, 150

supporting the idea that the prion is propagated during the 151

experiment rather than being simply diluted (Fig. S3d). To 152

measure the distribution of propagation duration, we calcu- 153

lated the fraction of tracked cells containing prion aggregates 154

as a function of time (SI Materials and Methods 2.5.3.3.2). 155

We observed a loss curve with two phases: an initial phase 156

of rapid loss followed by a phase with a slower rate of loss 157

(Fig. 1e). This result suggested that there could be two sub- 158

populations of cells with distinct loss kinetics. Indeed, upon 159

visual inspection of the cells, we noticed that a fraction of 160

the cells contained a large aggregate localized to the old pole 161

(i.e. the pole not renewed after cell division), while the rest 162

contained many small and dynamic aggregates (Fig. 1f-g). 163

This old-pole aggregate was mostly immobile, presumably be- 164

cause its size sterically prevents diffusion through the nucleoid 165

(Fig. 1g). These cells contained bona fide prion aggregates as 166

their progeny contained small aggregates similar to the small 167

and dynamic aggregates that we observed for the other cells 168

in the device (Fig. 1g). We thus re-analyzed the loss kinetics, 169

but this time separately for the small and old-pole aggregate 170

types. We used two different methods for classifying old-pole 171

aggregates, based on the mobility of the aggregates or the fluo- 172

rescence intensity, which gave similar results (SI Materials and 173

Methods 2.5.3.3.3, Fig. S4a-b). We found that the small aggre- 174

gates were lost relatively quickly, while the old-pole aggregates 175

were generally much more stable (Fig. 1f-g). The loss curve 176

for the small aggregates fitted well with an exponential decay 177

with a half-life of ∼1.5h (Fig. 1f), representing a process with 178

a constant probability of losing the prion state over time (i.e. 179

a memoryless process). This memoryless process is consistent 180

with previous replating experiments, where a similar fraction 181

of prion-positive colonies is found upon successive replating 182
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup enables quantification of prion dynamics in single cells. a) Transient expression of the S. cerevisiae New1 protein induces conversion of
His6-mEYFP-Ch SSB PrD from its soluble form into the prion form in E. coli. Bacteria with prions have elevated levels of ClpB, such that bacterial colonies with prion-containing
cells can be distinguished from colonies with cells containing the protein in the soluble form using a PclpB-lacZ transcriptional reporter (dark blue vs pale colonies, respectively).
b) Dark blue colonies contain self-propagating aggregates. (Left) Replating dark blue colonies results in a mix of dark and pale colonies, while replating pale colonies results in
only pale colonies. (Right) SDD-AGE shows that different dark blue colonies (A, B and C) contain SDS-stable aggregates, whereas pale colonies contain only soluble Ch SSB
PrD (prion formation was induced with New1-CFP; a gel where induction was done with New1-mScarlet-I can be found in Fig. S1d). c) Fluorescence microscopy images of E.
coli expressing His6-mEYFP-Ch SSB PrD shows that cells from dark colonies display visible fluorescence aggregation, whereas cells from pale colonies display diffuse YFP
fluorescence. d) After prion conversion, cells from a dark blue colony are loaded in a microfluidic device where cells are trapped in dead-end trenches and newborn cells are
washed away by the flow of growth medium. Fluorescence time-lapse microscopy montage (kymographs) of individual lineages shows that cells propagate the aggregates for
heterogeneous duration (I-III) before irreversibly reverting to diffuse fluorescence. YFP fluorescence is shown false-colored according to the colormap indicated on the graph.
The prion loss called by our spot-finding algorithm is indicated by a yellow triangle. Cells that have diffuse fluorescence at the beginning of the experiments maintain it (IV). e)
The fraction of cells with prions over time (prion loss curve) for all aggregate phenotypes shows a biphasic decay, suggesting the presence of two distinct subpopulations. f) The
prion loss curve for cells with small aggregates fits well to an exponential distribution (red line, R = 0.92). Representative kymograph of cells with small aggregates (top) g) Loss
curve for cells with old-pole aggregates. Kymographs for the tracked cell (mother) and its progeny (top). The old-pole aggregate is mostly immobile, and the progeny contain
small aggregates. The colormap for the old-pole aggregate is different as these aggregates are brighter. The standard error on the mean (SEM) in e-g was estimated by
bootstrapping, and an envelope is shown as 2xSEM.

(28, 29, 33). In contrast, few cells with the old-pole aggregates183

lost the prion over the course of the experiment (93 out of 790184

cells), which precluded us from analyzing the loss dynamics of185

the old-pole aggregates.186

These data suggest two modes of prion propagation in187

E. coli: cells containing highly stable old-pole aggregates188

that give rise to a small aggregate-containing daughter cell189

at division, and small aggregate-containing cells that lose 190

their prion aggregates with exponential decay. The old-pole 191

aggregate-containing cells would represent a very small fraction 192

of a growing culture (e.g. after 10 divisions, one old-pole cell 193

would become 1 out of 210 = 1,024 cells), but they are enriched 194

in our microfluidic device as we are tracking the cells at the end 195

of dead-end trenches. We thus focused the following analyses 196
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Fig. 2. Prion loss is driven by partitioning errors at cell division. a) Schematic representation of the hypothesized mechanisms for prion loss in bacterial cells. b) Median
concentration of fluorescence (Ch SSB PrD) relative to the loss of the prion is constant (n = 762 cells). The loss event is indicated with a dotted gray line at time 0. c)
Histogram of the cell cycle position at the time of loss, where 0 is defined as the moment right after a division and 1 right before. Most cells (∼80%) lose the prion immediately
after cell division (n = 762 cells). d) Kymographs of loss event show that prion loss happens in only one of the two daughter cells (86% of the losses, n = 356 loss events).
YFP fluorescence is shown false colored according to the colormap indicated on the graph. e) Mean absolute partitioning errors at the cell divisions relative to prion loss (n =
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on the cells containing small aggregates only.197

Prion loss is mainly driven by partitioning errors at cell divi-198

sion. How do cells lose the prion? A previous study in E. coli199

cells producing the yeast Sup35 PrD suggested that loss of the200

Sup35 prion could occur through fluctuations in the concen-201

tration of the prion protein (33). Based on previous studies202

in bacteria and yeast (33, 35), we hypothesized that the loss203

could be due to two non-mutually exclusive mechanisms: 1)204

stochastic variation in the concentration of the prion protein205

(or other cellular components, such as the disaggregase ClpB,206

which is required for the propagation of the Ch SSB prion), or207

2) mis-partitioning of prion aggregates at cell division (Fig. 2a).208

These hypotheses lead to different predictions about the prion209

loss dynamics. If prion loss is caused by stochastic fluctuations210

in either the prion protein or cellular components, prion loss211

would be uncorrelated with cell division. On the other hand, if212

prion loss is caused by asymmetric partitioning of aggregates,213

the loss would be correlated with cell division and would occur214

in only one of the two daughter cells.215

By tracking prion loss in hundreds of cells with fluorescence216

microscopy, we could test these hypotheses. Aligning the217

cells at their moment of loss showed that the fluorescence was 218

constant prior to the loss (Fig. 2b), suggesting that fluctuations 219

in prion protein levels likely play only a minor role in the 220

overall loss. To investigate the possibility that variation in 221

cellular components plays a role in the loss of the prion, we 222

measured the position in the cell cycle at the moment of loss. 223

We observed that ∼ 80% of cells lost the prion at the first 224

time point after cell division (Fig. 2c). We also observed 225

that in ∼ 86% of losses in the mother (the cell tracked for 226

the duration of the experiment), the prion was maintained 227

in the newly born daughter cell (SI Materials and Methods 228

2.5.3.4, Fig. 2d). These observations suggested that prion loss 229

is mainly caused by partitioning errors at cell division rather 230

than fluctuations of cellular components, although they do not 231

exclude the possibility that such fluctuations could contribute 232

(36). 233

Although E. coli divides symmetrically with proteins ran- 234

domly partitioned in the daughter cells, one cell can end up 235

with more of a particular protein by chance. These “parti- 236

tioning errors” – defined as the normalized difference in the 237

number of molecules between the daughter cells at division 238
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(Fig. 2e) – follow a binomial distribution and are generally239

low because on average they are inversely proportional to the240

square root of the number of molecules (37, 38). However,241

cells with the prion have relatively large aggregates, effectively242

reducing the number of molecules to partition. Partitioning243

errors at cell division were indeed on average larger and there244

were more frequent extreme errors (i.e. >30%) before cells245

lost the prion than after (Fig. 2e, Fig. S5). In addition, the246

partitioning errors were constant prior to the loss (Fig. 2e),247

suggesting that the distribution of aggregate size was constant248

prior to the loss, and that this loss is a sudden rather than249

gradual event. This further supports the concept that the250

prion is being propagated until a stochastic event causes its251

loss. For the cells that lost the prion at cell division, proteins252

were found to be asymmetrically separated to the daughter253

at the moment of loss (Fig. 2f). Here, we again define the254

“mother” cell as the cell tracked for the duration of the ex-255

periments, and the “daughter” cells as the progeny that are256

eventually washed out from the device. For the cells that lost257

the prion at a different time during the cell cycle, a similar258

mis-partitioning into the daughter cell was observed one di-259

vision prior to the loss (Fig. 2f), suggesting that partitioning260

errors also play a role in the loss of the prion in these cells.261

Corroborating these results, tracking the position of visible262

aggregates revealed that they moved on average one cell length263

towards the daughter cell prior to both types of loss (Fig. 2g).264

We thus concluded that, at least in this system, prion loss is265

mainly caused by stochastic partitioning errors of aggregates266

at cell division, prior to or at the moment of loss.267

Orthologous cPrDs can form prions with similar properties.268

The two modes of propagation and the molecular events leading269

to the prion loss could be specific to the studied Ch SSB PrD270

or a more general property of bacterial prions. To begin to271

investigate this question, we constructed fluorescent fusions272

of cPrDs from SSB orthologs. We discovered two orthologous273

SSB PrDs – from Lactobacillus heilongjiangensis (Lh) and274

Moraxella lincolnii (Ml) – that could form self-propagating275

aggregates after transient expression of the initiation factor276

New1, as shown with fluorescence microscopy, SDD-AGE, and277

replating experiments (Fig. 3a-c, S6c). We then evaluated278

the properties of the aggregates formed by these PrDs in our279

microfluidic device. Remarkably, we found that their modes of280

propagation (i.e. small vs old-pole aggregates, Fig. S6a), loss281

kinetics (Fig. 3a), fraction of loss at cell division (Fig. 3d), and282

partitioning errors (Fig. S6b) were similar to those formed by283

the Ch SSB PrD (though with some quantitative differences284

in average loss rates). Therefore, these results support the285

idea that the modes of prion propagation and the mechanism286

of prion loss through mis-partitioning at cell division are not287

only specific to Ch SSB PrD, but a more general characteristic288

among SSB PrDs.289

A PrD can be propagated with distinct kinetics in distinct lin-290

eages. To investigate whether or not these PrDs could form291

phenotypically distinguishable prion strains (19–21), we quan-292

tified prion stability in cells derived from different dark blue293

colonies representing different lineages propagating the prion.294

Our experimental setup provided precise and reproducible295

measurement of the stability; cells containing the Lh SSB PrD296

in its prion form (i.e. the Lh SSB prion) and obtained from297

one colony exhibited similar loss kinetics during four differ-298
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Fig. 3. Orthologous SSB cPrDs form self-propagating aggregates comparable to Ch
SSB. a) Prion loss curve for small aggregate cells of Lh SSB PrD (n = 228 cells) and
Ml SSB PrD (n = 83 cells) compared to Ch SSB PrD from Fig. 1. b) SDD-AGE of
dark and pale colonies confirms the presence of the aggregated prion form of Lh SSB
and Ml SSB in cell extracts derived from dark blue colony cultures. Dark blue colonies
with high, medium and low prion content as estimated from fluorescence microscopy
images were assayed (Fig. S6d, SI 3.1). Pale colony cultures give rise exclusively
to the soluble form. c) SSB orthologs form self-propagating aggregates for multiple
generations. Replating dark blue colonies gives a mix of dark and pale colonies, while
replating pale colonies results in exclusively pale colonies. d) Fraction of prion losses
at cell division shows that most loss happens at cell division for the different orthologs
(n = 754 cells for Ch, 187 cells for Lh, 47 cells for Ml). The error bars represent
2xSEM as estimated by bootstrapping. e) Average longitudinal position (y) of tracked
aggregates shows that they move toward the daughter cell prior to the loss for the
different orthologs (n = 187 cells for Lh, 47 cells for Ml). The envelopes represent
2xSEM in a and d-e.

ent experiments on four different days (Fig. 4a). However, 299

during our quantification of loss kinetics, we discovered one 300

lineage of cells containing the Ch SSB prion that exhibited 301

unusually stable propagation. Quantifying prion stability in 302

cells obtained from this colony in our microfluidic device re- 303

vealed a loss rate an order of magnitude lower than that of the 304

other lineages (Fig. 4b). To test whether this property was 305

self-propagating, we grew the lineage used for the microfluidic 306

experiments for two additional rounds of about 37 genera- 307

tions each, loading cells from each of the successive rounds of 308

growth into the device (Fig. 4b) and also replating them on 309

indicator medium (Fig. S7a). Strikingly, the loss kinetics were 310

constant over ∼110 generations and nearly all colonies were 311

prion positive after each round of plating. DNA sequencing of 312

the PrD-containing plasmid from cells of this lineage revealed 313

no mutation in the promoter, the PrD, or the plasmid origin of 314

replication (Fig. S7d), suggesting that the stability property is 315

inherited through the structure of the aggregates rather than 316

genetically. 317

A mutant PrD can form a prion without an initiation factor. To 318

explore the possibility that genetic mutations can be identified 319

that increase prion-forming propensity, we performed random 320

mutagenesis of the PrD-encoding moiety of the Ch SSB PrD 321

construct (SI Materials and Methods 2.1.2). We screened 322
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DRAFT
Fig. 4. Distinct bacterial lineages propagating identical prion protein exhibit distinct
prion loss kinetics. a) The experimental setup provides precise measurement of
the prion loss kinetics. Prion loss curves for one colony of Lh SSB PrD in four
different experiments (thin orange lines, average in bold, n = 815 cells total). b)
The prion loss curve for a stable lineage of Ch SSB PrD remains constant over
multiple rounds of growth (∼37 generations each, n = 1,018 cells total). Round
1 refers to the first plating of induced cells cured of New1, and each subsequent
round includes an overnight growth in liquid culture and plating on indicator medium.
Round 2, 3, and 4 cells were obtained from a colony culture inoculated from a
Round 2, 3, and 4 colony, respectively. Another lineage (from Fig. 1, dashed blue
line)) is shown as a comparison. The envelopes represent 2xSEM as estimated
by bootstrapping. c) Kymograph of a mutant of Ch SSB PrD that can form self-
propagating aggregates without the presence of the initiation factor (termed Ch
SSBmut PrD). YFP fluorescence is shown false colored according to the colormap
indicated on the graph. The prion is eventually lost, but rare spontaneous re-formation
(green arrow) happens at low inducer concentration (2 µM IPTG for the duration of
experiment). The spontaneous re-formation events were observed following large
stochastic fluctuations in fluorescence, likely due to plasmid copy number variation.
Such fluctuations were also observed in experiments with other PrDs, but in these
cases they did not cause re-formation of the prion. d) Prion loss curve for different
colonies of the Ch SSBmut PrD exhibit similar propagation dynamics (thin line, average
in bold, n = 155 cells).

for and isolated a mutant (termed Ch SSBmut PrD) that323

formed dark blue colonies with SDS-stable aggregates even324

without exposure to the initiation factor New1 (Fig. S8b).325

To investigate whether or not the aggregates formed by this326

mutant were propagated in a similar manner to those formed327

by the Ch SSB PrD, we characterized the dynamic properties328

of the Ch SSBmut PrD in the microfluidic device. We observed329

that the mutant aggregates were propagated and lost with330

similar modes, kinetics, and loss mechanisms as the wild-331

type Ch SSB aggregates (Figs. 4c-d, S8a-f). However, in332

some rare cases, the mutant protein could spontaneously re-333

form the aggregates, consistent with its ability to access the334

prion conformation independently of New1 (Fig. 4c). We335

speculate that the Ch SSBmut PrD is a prion domain with a336

high probability of forming one particular strain. Consistent337

with this possibility, we found that cells from five distinct338

colonies exhibited the same kinetics of prion loss (Fig. 4d).339

This mutant will be characterized extensively in another study.340

Nonetheless, our results indicate that the aggregates formed341

by the Ch SSBmut PrD are bona fide prions despite their342

[PIN +]-independence.343

Physiological impact of the presence of prions aggregates. 344

We then sought to determine the general physiological impact 345

of such heterologous prion aggregates in E. coli. Among eu- 346

karyotic prions, it is striking that some are the cause of fatal 347

neurodegenerative diseases while others appear to have low 348

or no toxicity (1, 9–11, 17). In bacteria, a potential impact 349

on growth rate (as a proxy for cell viability) is challenging to 350

precisely quantify in bulk due to the different modes of prion 351

propagation as well as the stochastic loss of the prion during 352

growth. Thus, using our microfluidic device, we quantified the 353

growth rate of individual cells that did not have the prion, of 354

cells that maintained old-pole aggregates, and of the cells with 355

small aggregates. Cells with small aggregates had a median 356

doubling time ∼1.5% slower than cells without the prion, and 357

cells with old-pole aggregates had a ∼3% growth penalty com- 358

pared to cells without the prion (Fig. S9a). We also quantified 359

the death rate of cells propagating the prion, and observed 360

that the death rate was overall very low (∼6x10−3 /h) and 361

similar to cells not propagating the prion (Fig. S9b). We thus 362

concluded that the presence of prion aggregates had a small 363

yet meaningful negative effect on the overall cell physiology. 364

A stochastic model recapitulates the experimentally ob- 365

served prion propagation dynamics. Prion propagation in 366

yeast and mammals has been mathematically modeled in 367

various studies (19, 22, 23, 25, 39–41). To investigate if these 368

molecular models can describe the observed dynamics of our 369

system, we adapted a mathematical model of prion propa- 370

gation for single bacterial cells. In particular, we modeled 371

the propagation and loss of prion aggregates in growing and 372

dividing cells with a stochastic generalization of the nucle- 373

ated polymerization model (24, 25) (Fig. 5a, details in SI 3.2). 374

Proteins are produced in the soluble form, and can then be 375

converted in the prion form by elongation of an existing ag- 376

gregate oligomer. Aggregates can be fragmented into smaller 377

oligomers – keeping the number of monomers constant – and 378

aggregates below a critical size n spontaneously fold back into 379

the soluble form. Cells grow continuously and divide once 380

they reach a critical size, such that proteins are randomly 381

partitioned between the two daughter cells according to a 382

binomial distribution (37, 38). Individual time traces were 383

generated using the Gillespie algorithm, which simulates the 384

stochastic chemical reactions (42). 385

First, we simulated the model in a large parameter space of 386

elongation and fragmentation rates (Fig. 5b-c). We found that 387

systems with large elongation and fragmentation rates were 388

more stable as they take longer to lose the prions. Outside of 389

this parameter space, however, the prion was eventually lost 390

on timescales similar to our experiments. We then estimated 391

the elongation and fragmentation rates by selecting the unique 392

model parameters that matched the observed loss rates and 393

partitioning errors as indicated in Fig. 5b-c (see SI 3.2.3 for 394

details). Strikingly, this simple model could recapitulate all 395

the observations from the experiments. We find that simulated 396

cells reached a quasi-stationary state, where the distribution 397

of prion aggregates (Fig. S10a-d), the total amount of protein 398

(Fig. 5f), and the absolute size of partitioning errors (Fig. 5h), 399

were approximately constant prior to the loss. As observed 400

experimentally, a large partitioning error into the untracked 401

cell was observed at the moment of loss (Fig. 5i), which hap- 402

pened at cell division (Fig. 5g). Finally, the loss curve in the 403

population followed an exponential decay, corresponding to 404
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Fig. 5. A stochastic nucleated polymerization model recapitulates the experimental results. a) A stochastic model of prion propagation in growing and dividing cells. Soluble
fold protein numbers, denoted by X, are produced constitutively with a rate that scales with the cell volume, so that their concentration becomes cell-cycle independent (see
SI 3.2.1). The number of prion fold aggregates made of k proteins is denoted by Yk , where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . When a soluble fold protein collides with an aggregate of
size k, it can be converted to prion fold by elongating the aggregate to size k + 1. Assuming mass action kinetics, soluble fold proteins are converted to prion fold with a
reaction rate proportional to the protein concentrations. Similarly, chaperon mediated fragmentation follows a reaction that is proportional to the aggregate concentrations, with
each binding between any two monomers having the same probability of splitting. Concentrations are given by dividing the protein numbers by the cell volume, which grows
exponentially from V0 to 2V0 between divisions with a fixed doubling time. At cell division, protein numbers are split randomly, with each soluble protein and each aggregate
having a 50% chance of remaining in the cell. b) Soluble fold production parameter λV0 was estimated to be 1.75 min−1 by comparing the measured partitioning error of
cells after loss of prions with their respective simulations (see SI 3.2.3.2). With no minimal seed size n = 0 (see SI 3.2.5 for n = 2), a parameter sweep of elongation and
fragmentation parameters shows that prions in cells with larger fragmentation and elongation rates are more stable. An average time of loss of 129.26 min was measured in the
experiment shown in Fig. 1f, with the corresponding contour indicated by the dashed orange line. c) Cells with smaller fragmentation rates and larger elongation rates have
larger partitioning error prior to loss. An absolute partitioning error prior to loss of 0.125 was measured in the experiment shown in Fig. 2e, with the corresponding contour
indicated by the dashed orange line. Using the two contour plots from b and c we find the model parameters that match the measured time of loss and partitioning error,
indicated by the orange dot. d) Time of loss curves follow an exponential, in agreement with Fig. 1f. Plotted are the time of loss curves for systems with parameters along the
solid orange line in b. Loss is defined as when Yk = 0 for all k. e) The model can predict the aggregate size distribution prior to loss, showing that smaller aggregates are
more stable in this parameter regime. f) The total protein concentration is approximately constant leading up to the loss, in agreement with Fig. 2b. g) In this model the prion
state is always lost at cell division. h) Absolute partitioning errors are larger before the loss, in agreement with Fig. 2e. i) A large negative partitioning error occurs at the time of
loss, in agreement with Fig. 2f.

constant probability of loss over time (Fig. 5d). The model405

also shows how different prion conformations, with poten-406

tially different elongation and fragmentation rates, can lead407

to different stabilities.408

Using this model, we predicted that cells with larger vol-409

umes would have lower partitioning errors, which would make410

the prion more stable (Fig. S10e-f). To test this prediction, we411

used a mutant with longer cell size but with the same growth412

rate (ftsN deleted of codons encoding amino acid residues 244-413

319, (43), Fig. S11a,b,d), which revealed that ∼ 50% fewer cells414

lost the prion during replating experiments (Fig. S11c). We415

thus concluded that partitioning errors played an important416

role in the loss of the prion, that cell volume affects prion loss,417

and that the nucleated polymerization model was consistent418

with our experimental results.419

Discussion 420

Here, we used microfluidics and fluorescence microscopy to 421

track thousands of individual cells propagating prion aggre- 422

gates. Notably, cells tracked for over 20 generations with the 423

prion would have likely renewed almost every single protein in 424

the cell (and thus the prion proteins many times), showcasing 425

the self-propagating nature of the prion aggregates. For pro- 426

teins that are not degraded, half of the proteins are renewed 427

after one cell division. Thus, after 20 cell divisions, 1/220
428

of the ∼ 221 original proteins will not have been renewed, 429

such that only a handful of the original proteins will remain 430

(44, 45). 431

Modes of propagation. We discovered that, for the three PrDs 432

studied, the prions were propagated through two modes: stable 433

old pole aggregates and less stable small aggregates (Fig. 6). 434
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the two observed modes of prion propagation. Cells with
small aggregates have a probability of losing the prion at each cell division through
partitioning errors. At cell division, an old-pole aggregate cell generates a small
aggregate cell and an old-pole aggregate cell. Although the old-pole aggregate is
very stable, the cells containing old-pole aggregates represent a small fraction of a
growing culture. The small aggregate cells generated through this division presumably
propagate the prion similarly to the other observed small aggregate cells.

We note that the old-pole aggregate cells also contain small435

aggregates which can be difficult to visualize due to the bright-436

ness of the large aggregate. Therefore, at division, the old-pole437

cells generate one cell bearing an old-pole aggregate and one438

bearing small aggregates (Fig. 6). We have not investigated439

the formation of these old-pole aggregates, but speculate that440

they can be formed stochastically once an aggregate reaches441

a critical size. This critical size would prevent them from442

freely diffusing through the cell and confine them to the pole,443

while potentially also preventing chaperones from fragmenting444

them normally. It remains to be determined if other PrDs,445

from bacteria or other organisms, exhibit this type of propa-446

gation. Yet, we conjecture that these old-pole aggregate cells447

could form a rare yet stable reservoir of the prion epigenetic448

state, generating cells containing small aggregates at each cell449

division.450

In contrast, the cells containing the small aggregates lost451

the prion relatively quickly, with a constant rate of loss over452

time (memoryless process with half-life of ∼2-6 generations).453

We note that this stability will depend on the concentration454

of the prion protein, which was kept as low as possible during455

these experiments. The loss of the prion in these cells was456

driven mainly by a sudden mis-partitioning of prion aggregates457

at cell division, giving a probability of losing the prion at each458

cell division (Fig. 6), consistent with the memoryless loss459

kinetics. It remains to be determined if other bacterial PrDs,460

such as the Rho PrD from Clostridium botulinum (which had461

a lower rate of loss during replating (28)), are propagated and462

lost similarly.463

Different lineages have different stability. In addition to disen-464

tangling the modes of propagation at the single-cell level, our465

microfluidic assay enabled precise quantification of the loss466

kinetics. This enabled us to observe that distinct lineages of467

the same PrD could propagate aggregates with distinct sta-468

bilities. In particular, we characterized one lineage of the Ch469

SSB prion that had a stability an order of magnitude greater470

than the others. This finding recapitulates and extends ob-471

servations made in the previous study of the Ch SSB PrD,472

where both low-propagation and high-propagation lineages473

were characterized (29). These results are reminiscent of what474

has been observed in yeast, where one protein (e.g. Sup35) 475

can form multiple self-propagating structures, called strains, 476

with different stabilities (e.g. [PSI +]strong vs. [PSI +]weak) 477

(19, 46–49). Further work will be necessary to show whether 478

the different lineages observed reflect different self-propagating 479

structures. 480

In contrast, we characterized a mutant PrD that could 481

form self-propagating aggregates without an initiation factor 482

(independently of [PIN +]). We conjecture that this mutant 483

is a PrD with a high probability of forming one particular 484

self-propagating structure, similar to how certain mutations of 485

the mammalian PrP lead to the formation of a particular prion 486

strain in genetic prion diseases (e.g. familial CJD) (50–52). 487

Molecular model of prion propagation and challenges in bac- 488

teria. Finally, we developed a stochastic implementation of the 489

nucleated polymerization model that could recapitulate all 490

the observed single-cell properties. In the future, the simple 491

model could be tested further by perturbing the experimental 492

parameters, e.g. by changing the concentration of the disag- 493

gregase ClpB (required for the propagation of the Ch SSB 494

prion). This would indicate whether additional constraints 495

that have been necessary to explain results in yeast, such as 496

a size-dependent transmission of aggregates (41) or different 497

seed size for prion strains (23), are also necessary. This model 498

also reveals challenges for prion propagation in bacteria. Using 499

the experimental measurements (partitioning errors and the 500

average time of prion loss), we can estimate the total number 501

of proteins, the fragmentation rate, and the elongation rate, 502

and thus obtain an approximation for the replication rate 503

(κ =
√

[monomer] · γα, see SI 3.2.6). Even though the PrDs 504

studied here appear to be lost relatively quickly, the estimated 505

replication rate (∼ 10−5 /s) is of similar order of magnitude 506

to other prions, such as the mammalian PrP in vivo (22). 507

How does the model explain the discrepancy between the 508

fast replication rate and the prion instability? E. coli is small 509

and therefore has low numbers of proteins, which results in 510

high partitioning errors. For example, the total number of 511

proteins is ∼100 times smaller in E. coli than in S. cerevisiae, 512

which would result in partitioning errors ∼10 times larger 513

(i.e. 1/
√
N). In addition, E. coli divides rapidly, which fur- 514

ther reduces the stability of the prion, as proteins need to be 515

converted to the prion state prior to the division for stable 516

propagation. The lower stability we observed contrasts with 517

what was observed in yeast, with e.g. a loss rate of 10−5
518

generations−1 for [PSI +]. Nevertheless, we speculate that less 519

stable PrDs do not make them less useful as an epigenetic 520

switch. Prions have been suggested to provide an epigenetic 521

state with fitness advantage under certain environmental condi- 522

tions (4–6, 15, 16). The optimal stability of such an epigenetic 523

state depends on the rate of change of the environment expe- 524

rienced by the organism, which is difficult to estimate. Thus, 525

whether a loss rate on the order of generations (for the PrDs 526

studied here) or tens of thousands of generations (e.g. yeast 527

[PSI +]) is more or less useful biologically depends on temporal 528

dynamics of the environment. 529

In conclusion, this work further establishes the conservation 530

of prion propagation across domains of life. Further work will 531

unravel how many of the thousands of predicted prokaryotic 532

candidate PrDs can form prions, and how prion formation 533

affects cell physiology. 534
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Materials and Methods535

Detailed Materials and Methods are available in the SI Appendix.536

The base strain used throughout the paper was E. coli MG1655.537

Prion formation was induced overnight by the production of the SSB538

PrDs fusion proteins and the New1 fusion protein with 10µM IPTG539

at 30°C. Cells were cured of the New1-containing plasmid by plating540

overnight at non-permissive temperature (37°C). These indicator541

plates contained X-Gal which enabled distinguishing colonies with542

prion-containing cells (dark blue). For the microfluidic experiments,543

dark blue colonies were grown overnight at 30°C and the cultures544

were inspected with fluorescence microscopy to confirm that the cells545

contained prion aggregates. These confirmed cultures were then546

loaded into the microfluidic device, where the cells were continuously547

fed a supplemented M9 growth medium. Multiple cell positions were548

imaged in fluorescence every 8 min with a Zeiss Axio Observer at549

63x, and the cell lineages were segmented and tracked as previously550

done.551

Data and materials availability. The segmented and tracked lineage552

data will be available on Dryad and the code for analyzing this553

data and generating the figures in the manuscript will be available554

on Github. The microscopy time-lapse images are available upon555

request due to their large size. The plasmids used in this study will556

be available on Addgene.557
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